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Genie The GenesisGenie The GenesisGenie The GenesisGenie The Genesis    
By Rob Knight 

Images by Maggie Knight 

She may not be the prettiest little aircraft around, and she has loads of design differences that set 

her apart from conventional aircraft, but my Genesis Revelation from the Slipstream stable is 

growing on me. I acquired her as a trade for my 

old one-of-a-kind Colby – all I needed to do was to 

re-assemble her after she had been trucked up 

from Heck Field in Southern Queensland to Forest 

Hill in the Lockyer Valley, west of Brisbane.  

Her previous life had been somewhat unfortunate 

as she was written off in 2001 on her first ever 

take-off: her then pilot/owner ran off the runway 

and rolled her end-over-end into a ball. Her 

engine was sold off and her remains grew dusty in 

a shed until the intrepid group from which I 

acquired her swapped her for an instrument panel 

for another aircraft. They shipped the bits to Heck field and rebuilt her over subsequent years. 

Then, in 2015, an engine failure put her into the cane fields near Jacobs Well causing substantial 

damage, but she rose yet again, albeit with another 912 UL engine at the back – yes - just like a 

Volkswagen – the engine is in the rear. Her three owners decided after the rebuild that they might 

look for something a little less exciting and thus the trade between us came to pass. 

The Genesis is different. Not just a little bit, but in a whole lot of ways. The cockpit is the widest light 

two seat aeroplane that I have ever flown, but it is also probably the shortest. There is plenty of leg-

room but nowhere to put even an overnight bag if both seats are occupied. It is the easiest aircraft 

to get in and out of that I have ever flown, but, as the left seat is not adjustable, the most 

uncomfortable to fly without a couple of 

cushions at my back. 

But when these points and more are 

collated and assessed, this rare little 

aeroplane has more character and 

personality than almost any other 

aeroplane I have experienced. 

Her flying characteristics, likewise, is a very 

mixed bag, and a number of quite 

individualistic quirks caught me out early. 

The Genesis is short and a pusher so the 

propeller is much closer to the tail fin and 

rudder than usual. With no fuselage to attenuate slipstream effects, stopping swing on take-off 

requires very substantial RIGHT rudder to counter LEFT swing on take-off, a factor, I suspect, in her 

 
An unusual design concept 

 
The Slipstream Genesis, the only one, I am told, 

now flying in Australia 
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demise on her first take-off. There is ampl

swing and the required corrective action to arrest and correct it must be early and prompt to avoid 

very substantial control inputs. Unexpectedly, the now anticlockwise turning propeller causes left 

yaw requiring right rudder to correct. Having only half the usual distance between prop and tail fin 

needed a touch of right rudder to centre the ball. As a pusher the prop rotates the other way and I 

was expecting to need left rudder. But as explained above, the closeness of the propeller and fin

results in a reversal in the anticipated yaw effect.

Climb visibility is great. With just her pretty 

pointed nose-cone ahead, little restricts it, but 

lateral visibility is only fair. Her pod depth is 

shallow so her wings are low and extend ahead, 

plus her turned-down wing tips act as blinds. 

Visibility downwards is fantastic. With no doors, 

you can see vertically down (just watch your 

sunnies don’t get ripped off in the airflow

minced through the prop). 

Levelling out is easy, I just need to ensure the 

speed has risen close to cruise before reducing power. If I don’t, the cruise speed won’t rise much 

above about 60 KIAS at cruise RPM. If I accelerate to 70 

Genesis will accelerate comfortably to 75 to 80 knots depending on weight and turbulence. With the 

attitude established for level flight

With small controls inputs, aileron pre

larger applications. The elevator and rudder are light, quick, and positive. However, and herein lay 

another surprise, this aeroplane is almost neutrally stable in pitch. Except in the smoothest 

seldom possible to fly “hands-off” for any length of time

the time available. This is a hands

air is under the wheels. 

The engine configuration provides yet another variation on a theme. In most conventional machines, 

pulling the power sees the nose sag as the remaining three aerodynamic forces compensate for the 

loss of thrust and pitch the nose down. In Genie, because the thrust line

the nose rise, and vice-versa. This was a bit confusing initially but the trim, lever operated, on the 

The simple yet practical control panel which 

includes the X-Com radio
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off. There is ample rudder authority available but the recognition of the 

swing and the required corrective action to arrest and correct it must be early and prompt to avoid 

very substantial control inputs. Unexpectedly, the now anticlockwise turning propeller causes left 

aw requiring right rudder to correct. Having only half the usual distance between prop and tail fin 

reverses the anticipated yaw direction on take

The available flight manual runs to a whole couple 

of pages with great detail on how to do a pre

and little about the aircraft handling or advised 

airspeeds except for a minimum approach speed of

55 KIAS. Thus the internet became my primary 

research tool. Climb-out is at 55

internet sources advised. That seems pretty correct 

because it gives me around 850 fpm on the VSI 

whereas no other speed provides this. The second 

surprise was in the climb where I found that I 

needed a touch of right rudder to centre the ball. As a pusher the prop rotates the other way and I 

eed left rudder. But as explained above, the closeness of the propeller and fin

reversal in the anticipated yaw effect. 

Climb visibility is great. With just her pretty 

cone ahead, little restricts it, but 

y fair. Her pod depth is 

shallow so her wings are low and extend ahead, 

down wing tips act as blinds. 

Visibility downwards is fantastic. With no doors, 

you can see vertically down (just watch your 

the airflow and 

Levelling out is easy, I just need to ensure the 

speed has risen close to cruise before reducing power. If I don’t, the cruise speed won’t rise much 

at cruise RPM. If I accelerate to 70 KIAS before I make the power reduction, the 

Genesis will accelerate comfortably to 75 to 80 knots depending on weight and turbulence. With the 

attitude established for level flight, a trim adjustment removes the stick pressure to zero.

, aileron pressures are light, but the ailerons quickly grow heavier with 

. The elevator and rudder are light, quick, and positive. However, and herein lay 

another surprise, this aeroplane is almost neutrally stable in pitch. Except in the smoothest 

off” for any length of time, and the greater the turbulence, the shorter 

the time available. This is a hands-on, pilot’s aeroplane, requiring attention and control at all times 

nfiguration provides yet another variation on a theme. In most conventional machines, 

pulling the power sees the nose sag as the remaining three aerodynamic forces compensate for the 

loss of thrust and pitch the nose down. In Genie, because the thrust line is high, pulling power sees 

versa. This was a bit confusing initially but the trim, lever operated, on the 

 
The simple yet practical control panel which 

Com radio 

Great visibility over its pointy nose
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e rudder authority available but the recognition of the 

swing and the required corrective action to arrest and correct it must be early and prompt to avoid 

very substantial control inputs. Unexpectedly, the now anticlockwise turning propeller causes left 

aw requiring right rudder to correct. Having only half the usual distance between prop and tail fin 

reverses the anticipated yaw direction on take-off. 

The available flight manual runs to a whole couple 

of pages with great detail on how to do a pre-flight 

and little about the aircraft handling or advised 

airspeeds except for a minimum approach speed of 

. Thus the internet became my primary 

5 KIAS, or so various 

internet sources advised. That seems pretty correct 

use it gives me around 850 fpm on the VSI 

whereas no other speed provides this. The second 

surprise was in the climb where I found that I 

needed a touch of right rudder to centre the ball. As a pusher the prop rotates the other way and I 

eed left rudder. But as explained above, the closeness of the propeller and fin 

speed has risen close to cruise before reducing power. If I don’t, the cruise speed won’t rise much 

the power reduction, the 

Genesis will accelerate comfortably to 75 to 80 knots depending on weight and turbulence. With the 

a trim adjustment removes the stick pressure to zero. 

but the ailerons quickly grow heavier with 

. The elevator and rudder are light, quick, and positive. However, and herein lay 

another surprise, this aeroplane is almost neutrally stable in pitch. Except in the smoothest air, it is 

and the greater the turbulence, the shorter 

on, pilot’s aeroplane, requiring attention and control at all times 

nfiguration provides yet another variation on a theme. In most conventional machines, 

pulling the power sees the nose sag as the remaining three aerodynamic forces compensate for the 

is high, pulling power sees 

versa. This was a bit confusing initially but the trim, lever operated, on the 

 
reat visibility over its pointy nose 
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floor behind the central stick, is powerful and easily holds the stick loadings whatever power is 

applied. 

Turns are like any other conventional aeroplane: just a little into

to stop the abundant adverse yaw. The 30 ft wing plainly demonstrates overbank from the 

arc/speed differential, but holding a little out

for a turning, high-winged aeroplane.

With the inherent drag inclusive with the pusher configuration, an early application of power in 

recognised. I find no undesirable characteristics in the exercise except, for me, perhaps it is too 

much of a non-event. There is almost no stick

and just a “sigh” as the stall arrives and the aeroplane changes flight path and begins to sink. With 

just one-up, and preventing any yaw, I can hold it in the stall with the ASI pointing at about 35 

and the VSI indicating 540 fpm down but I haven’t yet tried this exercise with the aircraft out of 

balance. The stall in a turn is classic, starting with a faint buffet and then the VSI starts pointing 

down. There was no tendency to roll into or out of

very ordinary until the stall recovery is commenced. Herein lay another surprise for me until I figured 

it out. Much of the propeller arc is shielded from the oncoming air by the fuselage/pod, but as long 

as the airflow is roughly parallel to the longitudinal axis everything is fine, and normal power 

alterations follow normal power/thrust outputs. However, this goes out the window if the relative 

airflow is at a substantial angle to the longitudinal axis. Tr

with the nose high just doesn’t work. Applying full throttle makes all the right noises but the thrust 

doesn’t match because the top half of the prop arc is shielded by the pod and wing roots in front. It 

is so much reduced that the aircraft continues to sink, nose high, with the engine protesting behind. 

The Genesis has an unusually pronounced drag curve and slow flight, necessitating a nose

attitude, has an extraordinarily large influence on the thrust avai

But where this aeroplane really excels is in the descent. Not for range, I am talking about rate of sink. 

In the sink rate stakes she’s highly talented and worthy of a good wager. With a stated glide ratio of 

8:1 at best, flaps are quite unnecessary

as 60 KIAS initially with a minimum over

gradient is encountered. Even so, the float is not excessive, speed wash

draggy pusher arrangement. Landings are no more an event that other aeroplanes. There is plenty of 

Big ailerons make crosswinds a breeze
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floor behind the central stick, is powerful and easily holds the stick loadings whatever power is 

y other conventional aeroplane: just a little into-turn rudder with the entry aileron 

to stop the abundant adverse yaw. The 30 ft wing plainly demonstrates overbank from the 

arc/speed differential, but holding a little out-of-turn aileron quickly sorts that out. Visibility is fair 

winged aeroplane. 

With the inherent drag inclusive with the pusher configuration, an early application of power in 

turns using in excess of 45° bank reduces 

the speed decay. Turns at 60° are very 

ordinary in procedure. Here the speed 

decay is substantial, dropping to around 

65 knots with full power applied and 

height maintained and with the ball 

centred. The high thrust line causes an 

issue here, too. Adding power during the 

turn pitches the nose down so added 

back pressure to compensate is 

necessary to maintain height.

The stall is no serious issue as long as it is 

recognised. I find no undesirable characteristics in the exercise except, for me, perhaps it is too 

event. There is almost no stick-shaking buffet to advise of the nearing critical angle, 

and just a “sigh” as the stall arrives and the aeroplane changes flight path and begins to sink. With 

up, and preventing any yaw, I can hold it in the stall with the ASI pointing at about 35 

and the VSI indicating 540 fpm down but I haven’t yet tried this exercise with the aircraft out of 

The stall in a turn is classic, starting with a faint buffet and then the VSI starts pointing 

down. There was no tendency to roll into or out of the turn, with or without power. As I said 

very ordinary until the stall recovery is commenced. Herein lay another surprise for me until I figured 

it out. Much of the propeller arc is shielded from the oncoming air by the fuselage/pod, but as long 

s the airflow is roughly parallel to the longitudinal axis everything is fine, and normal power 

alterations follow normal power/thrust outputs. However, this goes out the window if the relative 

airflow is at a substantial angle to the longitudinal axis. Trying to blast through the stall and recover 

with the nose high just doesn’t work. Applying full throttle makes all the right noises but the thrust 

doesn’t match because the top half of the prop arc is shielded by the pod and wing roots in front. It 

uch reduced that the aircraft continues to sink, nose high, with the engine protesting behind. 

The Genesis has an unusually pronounced drag curve and slow flight, necessitating a nose

attitude, has an extraordinarily large influence on the thrust available. 

But where this aeroplane really excels is in the descent. Not for range, I am talking about rate of sink. 

In the sink rate stakes she’s highly talented and worthy of a good wager. With a stated glide ratio of 

8:1 at best, flaps are quite unnecessary to give a steep approach angle. The best glide speed is given 

initially with a minimum over-the-fence of 55. This sounds high but is very necessary if a 

gradient is encountered. Even so, the float is not excessive, speed washes off very quickly

draggy pusher arrangement. Landings are no more an event that other aeroplanes. There is plenty of 
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floor behind the central stick, is powerful and easily holds the stick loadings whatever power is 

with the entry aileron 

to stop the abundant adverse yaw. The 30 ft wing plainly demonstrates overbank from the 

t out. Visibility is fair 

With the inherent drag inclusive with the pusher configuration, an early application of power in 

turns using in excess of 45° bank reduces 

the speed decay. Turns at 60° are very 

rocedure. Here the speed 

decay is substantial, dropping to around 

65 knots with full power applied and 

height maintained and with the ball 

centred. The high thrust line causes an 

issue here, too. Adding power during the 

turn pitches the nose down so added 

back pressure to compensate is 

necessary to maintain height. 

The stall is no serious issue as long as it is 

recognised. I find no undesirable characteristics in the exercise except, for me, perhaps it is too 

aking buffet to advise of the nearing critical angle, 

and just a “sigh” as the stall arrives and the aeroplane changes flight path and begins to sink. With 

up, and preventing any yaw, I can hold it in the stall with the ASI pointing at about 35 KIAS, 

and the VSI indicating 540 fpm down but I haven’t yet tried this exercise with the aircraft out of 

The stall in a turn is classic, starting with a faint buffet and then the VSI starts pointing 

the turn, with or without power. As I said - all 

very ordinary until the stall recovery is commenced. Herein lay another surprise for me until I figured 

it out. Much of the propeller arc is shielded from the oncoming air by the fuselage/pod, but as long 

s the airflow is roughly parallel to the longitudinal axis everything is fine, and normal power 

alterations follow normal power/thrust outputs. However, this goes out the window if the relative 

ying to blast through the stall and recover 

with the nose high just doesn’t work. Applying full throttle makes all the right noises but the thrust 

doesn’t match because the top half of the prop arc is shielded by the pod and wing roots in front. It 

uch reduced that the aircraft continues to sink, nose high, with the engine protesting behind. 

The Genesis has an unusually pronounced drag curve and slow flight, necessitating a nose-high 

But where this aeroplane really excels is in the descent. Not for range, I am talking about rate of sink. 

In the sink rate stakes she’s highly talented and worthy of a good wager. With a stated glide ratio of 

. The best glide speed is given 

. This sounds high but is very necessary if a 

off very quickly with the 

draggy pusher arrangement. Landings are no more an event that other aeroplanes. There is plenty of 
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elevator authority, even at low 

speeds, and the nose-wheel can be 

kept clear until virtually taxi speed. 

In fact, it is easy to put the tail-wheel 

on the ground if too much back stick 

is applied in the roll-out. 

So what does all this boil down to? 

The Genesis is an easy to fly 

ultralight aeroplane, with a cockpit 

spacious for two people therein. It’s 

relatively easy to fly so long as some 

fundamental differences are 

acknowledged and applied. It has a 

four hour endurance at cruise, still retaining an hour’s reserve. It climbs OK and cruises at around 75 

knots average. It is lively and not heavy to drag around the sky. What more would I want in an 

ultralight except a little more baggage space, and I don’t carry baggage on many flights, anyway? All 

aeroplanes are compromises and this one seems better than most in that field. Ssshh 

falling in love! 

Oh, I almost forgot to mention –

THAT? 
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wheel can be 

kept clear until virtually taxi speed. 

wheel 

on the ground if too much back stick 

So what does all this boil down to? 

ultralight aeroplane, with a cockpit 

spacious for two people therein. It’s 

relatively easy to fly so long as some 

acknowledged and applied. It has a 

four hour endurance at cruise, still retaining an hour’s reserve. It climbs OK and cruises at around 75 

knots average. It is lively and not heavy to drag around the sky. What more would I want in an 

alight except a little more baggage space, and I don’t carry baggage on many flights, anyway? All 

aeroplanes are compromises and this one seems better than most in that field. Ssshh 

– it has BOTH a nose wheel and a tail-wheel. Now just h

 

The low L/D enables steep descents over obstacles with ease 

– dropping in over the trees on 03 at Forest Hill
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four hour endurance at cruise, still retaining an hour’s reserve. It climbs OK and cruises at around 75 

knots average. It is lively and not heavy to drag around the sky. What more would I want in an 

alight except a little more baggage space, and I don’t carry baggage on many flights, anyway? All 

aeroplanes are compromises and this one seems better than most in that field. Ssshh - I think I’m 

Now just how good is 

 
s over obstacles with ease 

dropping in over the trees on 03 at Forest Hill 
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The Boeing saga of the two fatal crashes of their new 737 Max aircraft has become the biggest story 

since the turn of the century. The story’s plot contains bitter blame accusations, threats from pilots 

countered by threats from operating companies and from Boeing, itself. There are mega millions of 

dollars involved, and I am just waiting to hear that someone is making a movie about it. 

Now for the real story – simplified........ 

ABSTRACT 
 

Why would a commercial airliner with a long history of safety and reliability experience two recent 

fatal crashes within minutes of takeoff? Is it, in fact, a new aircraft, with fundamentally different 

handling characteristics that required fundamentally different operational software -- and pilot 

training? And given the aircraft and airline industries' inherent interest in safety, how could a new 

aircraft have been introduced into fleets worldwide without the requisite training? Differences in 

costs and philosophies "'- between hardware and software provide an explanation. 
 

Gregory Travis, 3/15/2019, V3.1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

I have been a pilot and aircraft owner for thirty years. I have been a software developer for over 

forty years. I have written extensively about both aviation and software engineering over those 

years. Now it's time for me to write about both, simultaneously and in the context of another 

subject near and dear to me: "normal failure." 

 

The Boeing 737 MAX has been in the news because of two crashes, virtually back-to-back and 

involving brand new airplanes. In an industry that relies, more than anything, on the appearance of 

total control, total safety, these two crashes pose as close to an existential risk as you can get. 

 

The 737 first appeared in 1967 {when I was three years old). Back then it was a smallish aircraft 

with smallish engines and relatively simple systems. Airlines (especially Southwest) loved it 

because of its simplicity, reliability, and flexibility. Not to mention the fact that it could be 

flown by a two-person crew- as opposed to the three or four of previous airliners- a significant cost 

saver. 

 

EVOLUTION OF AN AIRLINER 
 

Over the years, market and technological forces pushed the 737 into larger versions with more 

electronic and mechanical complexity. This is not, by any means, unique to the 737. All airliners, 

enormous capital investments both for the industries that make them as well as the customers 

who buy them, go through a similar growth process. 

 

The majority of those market and technical forces allied on the side of economics, not safety. They 

were allied to relentlessly drive down what the industry calls "seat-mile costs"- the cost of flying a 

seat from one point to another 
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BIGGER IS BETTER 
 

Much was concentrated on the engines themselves. 

The third law of thermodynamics and something 

called Carnot efficiency both dictate that the larger, 

and hotter, you can make any heat engine the more 

efficient it becomes. That's as true for jet airliner 

engines as it is for chainsaw engines. 

 

It's as simple as that. The most effective way to 

make an engine more efficient, i.e. use less fuel per 

unit of power produced, is to make the engine 

physically larger. That's the reason why the 

Lycoming 0-360 engine in my Cessna has pistons the 

size of dinner plates. That's the reason why marine 

diesel engines stand three stories tall. That's the 

reason why Boeing wanted to put the huge CFM LEAP engine in its latest version of the 737. 

 

Only one little problem: the original 737 had (by today's standards) tiny little engines that easily 

cleared the ground beneath the wings. As the 737 grew and was fitted with bigger engines, the 

clearance between the engines and the ground started to get a little, umm, "tight." 

 

Various "hacks" (as we would call them in the software 

industry) were developed. One of the most noticeable 

to the public was the "ovalization" of the engine 

intakes. Most 737s today have non-round engine 

intakes, the better to clear the ground (oh-myl). 

 

 

 

RENTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM 

With the 737 MAX the situation became 

critical. The engines on the original 737 had a 

fan diameter (the intake blades on the engine) 

of just forty inches. The engines planned for 

the 737 MAX have a diameter of seventy 

inches. That's a centerline difference of well 

over a foot and there just wasn't enough 

"ovalization" that could be done to the intake 

to hang the new engines beneath the 737 wing, without the engines scraping the ground. The 

solution was to extend the engine up and well in front of the wing. However, doing so also meant 

that the centerline of the engine's thrust changed. Now, when the pilots applied power to the 

engine, the aircraft would have a significant propensity to "pitch up"- raise its nose. 

 
Sulzer RT 96C Marine Diesel Engine (New Sulzer 

Diesel) 

 
737 "Classic" with original engines. Note 

size and ground clearance 

 
737 MAX with CFM LEAP engines. Note 

"ovalization" of intake AND placement of 

engine ahead and slightly above wing This 

placement is what causes the "pitch up" when 

power is applied (Boeing). 
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Pitch-up in an aircraft increases something called the "angle of attack." That's the angle between 

the wings and the airflow over the wings. Think of sticking your hand out a car window on the 

highway- if your hand is level, you have a low angle of attack. If your hand is "pitched up," you 

have a high angle of attack. When the angle of attack is great enough, the wing enters what we 

call an aerodynamic stall. You can feel the same thing with your hand out the window- as you 

rotate your hand, your arm wants to move up like a wing more and more until you stall your hand, 

at which point your arm wants to flop down on the car door. 

 

This propensity to "pitch up" with power application thereby increased the risk that the airplane 

could stall when the pilots "punched it" (as my son likes to say). Particularly if the airplane was 

also flying slowly. 

 

To add insult to injury, not only would a power increase cause a pitch up but because the engine 

nacelles were so far in front of the wing and so large, they actually produce lift. And they produce 

that lift at high angles of attack. In other words, the nacelles make a bad problem (pitch up with 

power application) much worse 

 

I'll say it again: in the 737 MAX the engine nacelles themselves can, at high angles of attack, 

produce lift (like a wing). And the lift they produce is well ahead of the wing's center of lift, 

meaning the nacelles will cause the 737 MAX at a high angle of attack to go to a higher angle of 

attack. This is aerodynamic malpractice of the worst kind. 

 

Pitch changes with power changes are common in aircraft. Even my little Cessna pitches up a bit 

when power is applied. Pilots train for and are used to it. Nevertheless, there are limits to what is 

allowed and still pass FAA certification. There are limits to what pilots will put up with. 

 

Pitch changes with increasing angle of attack, however, are quite another thing. An airplane 

approaching an aerodynamic stall cannot, under any circumstances, have a tendency to go further 

into the stall. This is called "dynamic instability" and the only airplanes that exhibit that 

characteristic (fighter jets) are also fitted with ejection seats. 

 

Everyone in the aviation community wants an airplane that flies as simply and as naturally as 

possible- that means that conditions should not change markedly, there should be no significant 

roll, no significant pitch change, no nothing whether the pilot is adding power, lowering the flaps, 

extending the landing gear, etc. 

 

The airframe, the hardware, should "get it right" the first time and not need a lot of added on 

bells and whistles to fly predictably. This is aviation canon from the day the Wright brothers first 

flew at Kitty Hawk. 

 

WHY MCAS? FOLLOW THE MONEY 
 

Apparently the 737 MAX pitched up a bit too much for comfort on power application as well as at 

already-high-angles-of-attack. It violated that most ancient of aviation canons and probably 

violated the FAA's certification criteria. But, instead of going back to the drawing board and 

getting the airframe hardware right (more on that below), Boeing's solution was something called 

the "Maneuvering Characteristics Augmentation System," or MCAS. 
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Boeing's solution to their hardware problem was software. 

 

I will leave a discussion of the corporatization of the aviation lexicon for another article but let's 

just say another term might be the "Cheap way to prevent a stall when the pilots punch it," or 

CWTPASWTPPI, system. Hmm, perhaps MCAS is better, after all. 

 

MCAS is certainly much less expensive than 

extensively modifying the airframe to 

accommodate the larger engines. Such an 

airframe modification would have meant 

things like longer landing gear {which might 

not then fit in the fuselage when retracted), 

more wing dihedral (upward bend), etc. All 

of those hardware changes, compared to 

MCAS software, would be horribly 

expensive 

 

What's worse: those changes could be 

extensive enough to require not only a re-certification of the 737 but to force an entirely new 

aircraft (i.e. a "Not 737"). Now we're talking real money, both for the manufacturer as well as the 

manufacturer's customers. 

 

Because the major selling point of the 737 MAX is that it is just a 737 and any pilot who has flown 

other 737s can fly a 737 MAX without expensive training, without recertification, without another 

type rating. Airlines, like Southwest, want one "standard" airplane. They want to have one 

airplane that all their pilots can fly because that makes both pilots and airplanes fungible. That 

fungibility is the key to maximizing flexibility and minimizing costs. 

 

It all comes down to money and, in this case, MCAS was the way to keep the money flowing, both 

for Boeing and its customers, in the right direction. The necessity to insist that the 737 MAX was 

no different in flying characteristics, no different in systems, from any other 737 was the key to 

the 737 MAX's fleet fungibility. That's also the reason why the documentation about the MCAS 

system was kept so far on the down-low. 

 

Too much visibility, too much of a change to the aircraft's operating handbook, any training 

requirement whatsoever and someone- probably a pilot could have piped up and said, "Hey. This 

doesn't look like a 737 anymore." And then the money would flow the wrong way. 

 

HOW IT WAS IMPLEMENTED 
 

As mentioned earlier, there's something called "angle of attack." You can do your own angle of 

attack experiments just by putting your hand out the car door window and rotating it. It turns out 

that sophisticated aircraft have what is, essentially, the mechanical equivalent of a hand out the 

window: The angle of attack sensor. 

"EVERYTHING about the design and 

manufacture of the MAX was done to 

preserve the myth that 'it's just a 737.' 

Re- certifying it as a new aircraft would 

have taken years and millions of dollars. 

In fact, the pilot licensed to fly the 737 in 

1967 is still licensed to fly all subsequent 

versions of the 737" 

Feedback from a 737 pilot for a major 

airline on an earlier draft of this article 
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You may have noticed this sensor when boarding a plane. There are 

usually two of them, one on either side of the plane, and usually just 

below the pilot's windows. Don't confuse them with the pitot tubes 

(we'll get to those, later). The angle of attack sensors look like wind 

vanes whereas the pitot tubes look like, well, tubes. 

 

There's a reason the angle of attack sensors look like wind vanes and 

that reason is that's exactly what they are. They are mechanical hands designed to measure the 

angle of attack (or "relative wind") and they rotate, just like your hand out the window, in 

response to changes in that angle of attack. 

 

The pitot tubes measure how much the air is "pressing" 

against the airplane whereas the angle of attack sensors 

measure what direction that air is coming from. The pitot 

tubes, because they measure air pressure, are used to 

determine the aircraft's speed through the air. The angle of 

attack sensors measure the aircraft's direction relative to that 

air. 

 

There are two sets of each. One on either side of the fuselage. 

Normal usage is to have the set on the pilot's side feed the 

instruments on the pilot's side and the ones on the co-pilot's 

side feed the instruments on the co-pilot's side. That gives a state of natural redundancy in 

instrumentation that can be easily cross-checked by either pilot. If the co-pilot thinks his airspeed 

indicator is acting up, he can look over to the pilot's airspeed indicator and see if it agrees. If not, 

both pilot and co-pilot engage in a bit of triage to determine which instrument is profane and 

which instrument is sacred. 

 

Long ago there was a joke that in the future planes would fly themselves and the only thing in the 

cockpit would be a single pilot and a dog. The pilot's job was to make the passengers comfortable 

that someone was up front. The dog's job was to bite the pilot if he tried to touch anything. 

 

On the 737, Boeing not only included the requisite redundancy in instrumentation and sensors, 

but it included redundant flight computers- one on the pilot's side and one on the co-pilot's side. 

The flight computers do a lot of things but the main thing they are there to do is a) act as the 

autopilot (i.e. fly the plane by computer) when commanded and b) make sure that the human 

pilots don't do anything wrong when the autopilot isn't flying the plane. The latter is called 

"envelope protection." Let's just call it what it is: the bitey dog. 

 

RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE 
 

Let's review what MCAS does: MCAS pushes the nose of the plane down when the MCAS system 

thinks the plane might exceed its angle of attack limits- in order to avoid an aerodynamic stall. 

Boeing put MCAS into the 737 MAX because the larger engines and, in particular the placement of 

the engines for ground clearance reasons, make an aerodynamic stall more likely in a 737 MAX 

than in previous 737 models. 

  

 
Pitot tube under Cessna wing 

 
Angle of Attack sensor 
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In the 737 MAX, MCAS is implemented in the flight computer software. When MCAS senses that 

the angle of attack is too high, it commands the aircraft's trim system to lower the nose. It also 

does something else: it pushes the pilot's control columns (the things the pilots pull or push on to 

raise or lower the aircraft's nose) in the nose-down direction. 

 

In the 737 MAX, like most modern airliners and most modern cars, everything is monitored by 

computer, if not directly controlled by computer. In many cases, there are no actual mechanical 

connection (cables, push tubes, hydraulic lines, etc.) between the pilot's controls and the things 

on the wings, rudder, etc. that actually make the plane move in different directions. And, even 

where there are, it's up to the computer to determine if the pilots are engaged in good decision 

making (that's the dog bite, again). 

 

But it's also important that the pilots get physical feedback about what is going on. In the old 

days, when cables connected the pilot's controls to the flying surfaces, you had to pull up, hard, if 

the airplane was trimmed to descend. You had to push, hard, if the airplane was trimmed to 

ascend. With computer oversight there is a loss of natural sense in the controls as to what the 

airplane wants to do- how it is trimmed. In the 737 MAX there is no real "natural feel.". There is 

only artificial feel. There is only the feeling that the computer wants the pilots to feel. And, 

sometimes, it doesn't feel so great. 

 

POWER POLITICS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the flight computer trims the airplane to descend, because the MCAS system thinks it's 

about to stall, a set of motors and jacks push the pilot's control columns forward. It turns out that 

the flight management computer can put a LOT of force into that column. So much force, in fact 

(hundreds of pounds),that a human pilot can quickly become exhausted trying to pull the column 

back, trying to tell the computer that this really, really, really should not be happening. 

 

In fact, not letting the pilot regain control by pulling back on the column was an explicit design 

decision of MCAS. Because if the pilots could pull up the nose when MCAS said it should go down, 

why have MCAS at all? 

 

737 MAX Flight Deck, including pilot and co-pilot's control yokes ond 

columns (Boeing). 
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HOW WE GOT HERE 
 

MCAS was needed because the 737 MAX was more likely to stall than earlier 737s. 737 MAXs 

were more likely to stall because Boeing hacked on huge engines in an attempt to win the seat-

mile-cost competition. MCAS implemented in the flight management computer, even when the 

humans think they are flying it. In a fight between flight management computer and human pilots 

over who is actually in charge, flight management computer will bite humans until they give up 

and (literally) die. 

 

Finally, need to keep the existence of the MCAS system on the extreme down-low lest someone 

say "Hey, this isn't your father's 737" and bank accounts start to suffer. 

 

HERE'S WHERE IT GETS AS TRAGIC AS IT IS INTERESTING 
 

The flight management computer is a computer. What that means is that it's full not of aluminum 

bits, cables, fuel lines, and all the other accoutrements of aviation. It's full of lines of code. And 

that's where things get dangerous. 

 

Because those lines of code are created by people at the direction of those people's managers. And 

all those people likely are not as in touch with the particular culture and mores of the aviation 

world as are the people who are down on the factory floor, riveting wings on, designing control 

yokes, and fitting landing gears. Those people have decades of institutional memory about what 

has worked in the past and what has not. What has left gigantic gaping holes in the ground. The 

software people do not. 

 

In the 737 MAX only one of the flight management computers is active at once. Either the pilot's 

flight management computer or the co-pilot's flight management computer. And that computer 

takes inputs ONLY from the sensors on the side of the aircraft corresponding to which flight 

computer is in control. 

 

Above I posited a (very common) situation in which 

one pilot's instruments were giving faulty readings. 

The solution for the humans is to look across the 

control panel to see what the other instruments are 

saying and then sort it out. 

 

In the aviation lexicon this is called "cross check" 

and it's as natural to a pilot as putting on goggles 

and a leather jacket. 

 

In the Boeing system, the flight management 

computer does not "look across" at the other 

instruments. It only believes the instruments on 

"its" side. In the Boeing system, the flight computer has no need for a leather jacket and goggles. It 

doesn’t go to old school. It’s modern. It’s software. 

 
Angle of attack sensor from Lion Air crash. 

(Timothy McLaugh in Washington Past) 
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This means is that if a particular angle of attack sensor goes haywire (which happens all the frigging 

time in a machine that alternates from one extreme environment to another, vibrating and shaking 

all the way) the flight management computer just believes it. It doesn't check the angle of attack 

sensor on the other side to see if they agree. 

 

It gets even worse. There are several other instruments that can be used to determine things like 

angle of attack, either directly or indirectly, such as the pitot tubes, the artificial horizons, etc. All of 

these things would be used by a human pilot ("cross check") to quickly diagnose a faulty angle of 

attack sensor. 

 

In a pinch, a human pilot could just look out the windshield to confirm visually and directly that, no, 

the aircraft is not pitched up dangerously. That's the ultimate check and should go directly to the 

pilot's ultimate sovereignty. Unfortunately, the current implementation of MCAS denies that 

sovereignty. It denies the pilots what is clear before their eyes. 

 

Like someone with narcissistic personality disorder, MCAS gaslights the pilots. And it turns out 

badly for everyone. ”Raise the nose, HAL.” “I'm sorry, Dave, I can't do that.” 

 

In the MCAS system, if a single angle of attack sensor on the side of the plane corresponding to the 

"in charge" flight management computer goes haywire, the flight management computer will 

believe it and is blind to any other evidence that it is wrong, including the pilot's own eyes. 

Including the evidence in the form of the arms of the pilots desperately trying to pull back on 

robotic control columns that are biting them, and their passengers, to death. 

 

HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN? 
 

In the old days, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),had armies of aviation engineers in its 

employ. Those FAA employees worked side-by-side with the airplane manufacturers to determine 

that an airplane was safe and could be certified as airworthy. 

 

As airplanes became more complex and the gulf between what the FAA could pay and what an 

aircraft manufacturer could pay grew larger, more and more of those engineers migrated from the 

public to the private sector. And soon the FAA had no in-house ability to determine if a particular 

airplane's design and manufacture was "safe." So the FAA said to the airplane manufacturers, "why 

don't you just have your people tell us if your designs are safe?" The airplane manufactures said 

"Sounds good to us. "The FAA said, "And say hi to Joe, we miss him". 

 

Thus was born the concept of the "Designated Engineering Representative," or DER. DERs are 

individuals in the employ of the airplane manufacturers, the engine manufacturers, and the 

software developers who certify to the FAA- as if they themselves worked for the FAA and the 

public trust- that it's all good. 

 

Now this is not quite as much of a sinister conflict of interest as it sounds. As I mentioned at the 

beginning of this, it is in nobody's interest in the aviation industry that airplanes crash. The industry 

absolutely relies on the public trust and every crash is an existential threat to the industry. No 

manufacturer is going to employ DERs that just pencil whip the paperwork. On the other hand, 

though, after a long day and after the assurance of some software folks, they might just take their 

word that things will be OK  
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That no one who wrote the MCAS software for the 

737 MAX seems to have even raised the issue of 

using multiple inputs, including the opposite angle of 

attack sensor, in the computer's determination of an 

impending stall is mind- blowing. As a lifetime 

member of the software development fraternity ,I 

don't know what toxic combination of inexperience, 

hubris, or lack of cultural understanding led to this. 

But I do know that it's indicative of a much deeper 

and much more troubling problem. The people who 

wrote the code for the original MCAS system were 

obviously terribly far out of their league and did not 

know it. How can we possibly think they can 

implement a software fix, much less give us any comfort whatsoever that the rest of the flight 

management software, which is ultimately in ultimate control of the aircraft, has any fidelity at all? 

 

If I have not been clear, so far, let me say it succinctly. Boeing produced a dynamically unstable 

airframe, the 737 MAX. That is big strike #1. Boeing then tried to mask the 737s dynamic instability 

with a software system, similar to the systems used in dynamically unstable fighter jets (though 

those jets are fitted with ejection seats). Big strike #2. Finally, the software system relied on 

systems known for their propensity to fail (angle of attack indicators) and did not appear to include 

even rudimentary provisions to cross check the outputs of the angle of attack sensor against other 

sensors, including the other angle of attack sensor. Big strike #3. 

 

None of the above should have passed any muster. None of the above should have passed the 

"ok" pencil of the most junior engineering staff, much less a DER. 

 

That's not a big strike. That's a political, social, economic, and technical sin, on more levels than 

Dante' could ever conceive. 

 

THE ECONOMICS OF AVIATION 
 

It just so happens that, during the timeframe between the first 737 MAX crash and the most recent 

737 crash, I'd had the occasion to upgrade and 

install a brand-new digital autopilot in my own 

aircraft. That aircraft, a 1979 Cessna 172, is the 

most common aircraft in history, at least by 

production numbers. Its original certification also 

predates that of the 737s by about a decade (1955 

vs. 1967). 

On my Cessna 172's control panel, note the 

location of the autopilot circuit breaker. Also 

note autopilot disconnect switch (red button 

atop left-hand side of pilot's yoke). Control cables 

physically link the control yokes to the flying surfaces in my plane. My new autopilot consists of 

several very modern components, including redundant flight computers (dual Garmin G5s) and a 

sophisticated communication "bus" (CANBUS) that lets all the various components talk to each 

other, irrespective of where they are located in my plane. CANBUS derives from automotive "drive 

"But investigators have speculated that 

incorrect data - Including a 20-degree 

differential between two sensors designed 

to measure, essentially, the difference 

between the pitch of the plane and 

direction it is moving through the air - 

could have mistakenly triggered both the 

stick shaker and the anti-stall system, which 

is called MCAS". 

New York Times, 312012019 

 
My Cessna 172s Control Panel 
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by wire" technology but is otherwise very similar in purpose and form to the various ARINC buses 

that connect together the components in the 737 MAX. 

 

My autopilot also includes electric pitch trim. Meaning it can make the same types of configuration 

changes to my 172 that the flight computers and MCAS system in the 737 MAX can make to it. 

During the installation, after the first 737 MAX crash, I remember remarking to a friend that it was 

not lost on me that I was potentially adding a hazard similar to the one that brought down the Lion 

Air crash (see "normal failure," below). 

 

Finally, my new autopilot also implements "envelope protection." If my Cessna is NOT being flown 

by the autopilot, the system nonetheless constantly monitors the airplane to make sure that I am 

not about to stall it, roll it inverted, or a whole host of other things. Yes ,it has its own "bitey dog" 

mode. 

 

As you can see, the similarities between my $20K autopilot and the multi-million dollar autopilot in 

every 737 are direct, tangible, and relevant. What, then, are the differences? 

 

For starters, the installation of my autopilot required paperwork in the form of what's called a 

"Supplemental Type Certificate," or STC. In other words, the autopilot manufacturer and the FAA 

both agreed that my 1979 Cessna 172 with their (Garmin's) autopilot was so significantly different 

from what it was when it rolled off the assembly line that it was no longer the same Cessna 172. It 

was a different aircraft, altogether. 

 

In addition to now carrying a new (supplemental) aircraft type certificate (and certification), my 172 

required a very large amount of new paperwork to be carried in the plane, in the form of revisions 

to, and addendums to, the aircraft operating manual. As you can guess, most of those addendums 

revolved around the autopilot system. Note that these addendums label both the supplementary 

items, AND provide details on any/all changes to the Emergency Procedures relevant to that 

specific aircraft and its now installed systems. 

 

Of particular note in that documentation, which must be carried in the plane at all times and must 

be studied and understood by whomever pilots it, are various explanations of the autopilot system, 

including its command of the trim control system and its envelope protections 

 

There are instructions on how to detect when the system malfunctions, through terms such as 

"pitch trim runaway," and how to disable the System, immediately. Disabling the system means 

pulling the autopilot circuit breaker and instructions on how to do that are strewn throughout the 

documentation, repeatedly. Every pilot who flies my plane becomes intimately aware that it is NOT 

the same as any other 172. 

 

This is a big difference between what pilots of my plane are told and what pilots stepping into a 

737 MAX are (or were) told. 

 

But there’s another difference between my autopilot system and that in the 737 MAX. All of the 

CANBUS- interconnected components constantly do the kind of instrument "crosscheck" that 

human pilots do and that, apparently, the MCAS system in the 737 MAX does not. For example, the 

autopilot itself has a self-contained attitude platform that checks the attitude information coming 

from the GS flight computers. If there is a disagreement, the system simply goes off line and alerts 
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the pilot that she is now flying manually. It doesn't point the airplane's nose at the ground, thinking 

it's about to stall. 

 

Perhaps the biggest difference between the system in my 172 and the 737 MAX is the amount of 

physical force it takes for the pilot to override the computers. In my 172 there are still cables linking 

the controls to the flying surfaces. There is no computer to mediate, and what computer there is 

has to move the same controls that I have to move. And its strength is nowhere near as much as 

mine. So, even if there were to be an error- the computer in my plane thought it was about to stall 

when it wasn't-- I can easily overcome the computer. 

 

In my Cessna, unlike the 737 MAX, the humans still win a battle of the wills, every time. That used 

to be a design philosophy of every Boeing aircraft as well, and one they used against their arch-rival 

Airbus (who had a different philosophy). But it seems that, with the 737 MAX, Boeing has changed 

philosophies about human/machine interaction as quietly as they've changed their aircraft 

operating manuals. 

 

TWO SETS OF RULES 
 

I've brought my Cessna into the discussion because I thought it important to illustrate the way the 

process is designed to work, namely that momentous changes to an aircraft's flight characteristics, 

behaviour, and equipment come with momentous changes to its documentation and certification 

as well as to pilot inculcation. In my Cessna, the documentation itself is several pounds, all of which 

must now be carried around permanently-- in an aircraft in which every pound counts. 

 

The degree to which society, "the system," is rigged is a platform component in the upcoming US 

elections. The public perception is that a tiny majority of the population holds and controls the vast 

majority of the population's wealth. And not a day goes by without a story of corporate or 

individual malfeasance on a Titanic scale, yet with Lilliputian consequences. That this is real (it is) 

and that the public has become inured to it represent another kind of existential threat: an 

existential threat to the United States as a moral, technical and economic leader in the World. 

 

I would never pretend that the differences in process between what Boeing was required to do 

with the 737 MAX (nothing) and what I was required to do with my Cessna (significant) is 

emblematic of class struggle. As a white male conceived lucky, I started life in the ninety-eighth 

percentile (maybe ninety sixth, but you get the point) and I have not had to look in the rear-view 

mirror since I was born. 

 

The point is that the 737 MAX saga teaches us not only about the limits of technology and the risks 

of complexity, it teaches us about our real priorities. Safety is never first, no matter what the 

market campaigns would like us to believe. Money is first and safety's only utility in that regard is in 

helping keep the money coming. 

 

SOFTWARE VS. HARDWARE 
 

Hardware defects, whether they are engines placed in the wrong place on a plane or 0-rings that 

turn brittle when cold, are notoriously hard to fix. And by hard, I mean expensive. 
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Software defects, on the other hand, are easy and cheap to fix. All that you need to do is post an 

update, push a patch, etc. What's more, we've enculturated consumers to consider this normal 

with everything from updates to desktop operating systems, like Windows, to the monthly software 

patches that get posted automatically to my Tesla, while I sleep. 

 

Back in the 1990s, there was something called the "FDIV" bug that affected early Intel Pentium 

processors. I wrote an article back then comparing the relative complexity of the Pentium 

Processors of that era, expressed as the number of transistors on the chip, compared to the 

complexity of the Windows operating system of the time, expressed (as I recall) as number of lines 

of code (LOC}. What I found was that the complexity of both the Pentium processors of the time 

and the contemporaneous Windows operating system was roughly equal, certainly within an order 

of magnitude of one-another. 

 

Now the FDIV bug was relatively obscure. It affected only a tiny fraction of Pentium users. Windows 

also was affected by similar defects, also affecting only fractions of its users. 

 

But the effects on the companies were quite different. Where Windows addressed its small defects 

with periodic software updates (the process was much more cumbersome back then), Intel felt 

obligated to recall the (slightly) defective processors, at a cost of $500 million (nearly a billion 

dollars, today). 

 

WE'VE MET THE ENEMY AND HE IS US 
 

I believe the relative ease, not to mention the lack of tangible cost, of software updates has created 

a cultural laziness within the software engineering community. Moreover, because more and more 

of the hardware that we create is monitored by and controlled by software, that cultural laziness is 

now creeping into "hard engineering. 

 

By laziness ,I mean that less and less thought is being given to getting a design correct, and simple, 

up-front. Because it's so easy to fix what you didn't get right the first time, later. 

 

When I was running a software development 

team, I used to lean out my door and yell 

"ship it!" I was only half tongue-in-cheek 

because the dirty little secret in any software 

firm is that the customer is the cheapest and 

most effective quality control department 

your company can have. Let the customers 

find the problems and then we can come up 

with a patch and send it out for free. It's easy 

to offer a warranty when the cost of 

warrantying is zilch. 

 

And, because of the prevalence of software 

control, that same software laziness is creeping into hardware building. As I am constantly 

reminded, by the software updates pushed to my Tesla, the updates pushed to the Garmin flight 

computers in my Cessna, even by the updates to my Nest thermostat and the TVs in my house- 

none of those "things" were complete when they left the factory. Because their builders realized 

"I'm a software developer turned network 

engineer and have written airliner avionics 

software in the past. It was interesting how 

many hoops we had to jump through to get an 

add-on board for the computer certified, while 

software certifications were nil (other than 

"cannot run on Windows·,"must be written in 

C++"). This was, admittedly, nearly 10 years 

ago, and Ihope that things have changed 

since." 

 

Anonymous, personal correspondence. 
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they didn't have to be complete, the job could be done at any time in the future- with a software 
update. 

 

What needs to happen, I think, is for liability to accrue where it is generated. For too long the costs 

of software imperfection have been, as economists say, "externalized." They've been externalized 

to the aforementioned customers and now they're being brutally externalized to the travelling 

public, whether in the form of an autonomous car wreck or an airliner crash. It was perhaps OK 

when a Windows defect meant your copy of Tetris didn't load. It's not OK when a firmware defect 

means your car runs into a guardrail and it kills you. 

 

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT, MAX? 
 

Boeing is in the process of rolling out a set of software updates to the 737 MAX flight control 

system, including MCAS. I do not know, specifically, but I suspect that the center of those updates 

will be two things: 

 

1. To have the software "crosscheck" indications, just like a human pilot would. Meaning, if 

one angle of attack indicator says the plane's about to stall, but the other one says it's not 

so, at least hold off judgement about pushing the nose down into the dirt and maybe let a 

pilot or two know you're getting conflicting signals. 

2. Back off on the "shoot first, ask questions later" design philosophy. Meaning, look at 

multiple inputs (see above) and if the angle of attack indicators say you're about to stall but 

the pitot indicators say you’re flying too fast for that to be possible, just trip offline. Don't 

push the nose down into the dirt let a pilot or two know you're getting conflicting signals. 

Because nothing's perfect, certainly not hardware, - and shit happens 

 

For the life of me, I do not know why those two basic aviation design considerations, bedrocks of 

the "simplify, then add lightness" mindset that has served the industry so well until now, were not 

part of the original MCAS design. And, when they were not, I do not know or understand what part 

of the DER process failed to catch the fundamental design defect. But I suspect that it all has to do 

with the same thing that brought us from Boeing's initial desire to put larger engines on the 737 

and to not have to internalize the cost of those larger engines. In other words, to face up to what 

every child is taught – that it’s impossible to get a free lunch. 

 

Rhetorically I can question why adults forget what children know. And that's because we don't 

want to believe that there isn't a free lunch. We want to be able to conjure magic, to perform some 

kind of adult fiscal alchemy, and prove the suckers wrong. We want to prove that you can have 

your cake and eat it, too. That you can take it with you when you go. 

 

EPILOG: Normal failure and "it's the software, dummy!" 
 

In short, the concept of normal failure is this: As systems become more complex, failures of those 

systems become more "normal." Nowhere is this more acutely felt than in systems designed to 

augment or improve safety. From the point of safety and reliability, every increment, every increase 

in complexity, ultimately leads to decreasing rates of return and, finally, negative returns. 

 

This is the root of the old engineering axiom: Keep It Simple, Stupid (KISS), and its aviation-specific 

counterpart: "Simplify, then add lightness". 
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An understanding of this is being lost. I do not know 

of a single aviation accident involving the 737 that 

was the result of an inadvertent stall by its pilots. I 

can only speculate, but I believe that, even without 

MCAS, that would have continued to be true of the 

737 MAX. 

 

The original FAA Eisenhower-era certification 

requirement was a testament to simplicity. Namely, 

that planes should not exhibit significant pitch 

changes with changes in engine power. That 

requirement was written long before the advent of 

computers, in the days when there was a direct 

connection between the controls in the pilot's hands 

and the flying surfaces on the airplane. Because of 

that, when written, the requirement rightly imposed 

a discipline of simplicity on the design of the airframe itself. 

 

The airframe, not the systems that support the airframe, had to inherently be immune to pitch 

changes with changes in power. 

 

Between when that requirement was written and today, software came onto the scene. And now 

software stands between man and machine. And no one seems to know what, exactly, is going on. 

Because things have become complex beyond the ability of an organization to process. 

 

The DER process worked well when airplanes were made of metal and not code. But when the 

promise of a complex software solution to a vexing business problem (make a new 737 without 

having to admit it was new) appeared, the various organizations were unable to ascertain the risk, 

they only wanted the reward. And that was the reward of a free lunch: increased complexity that 

would guarantee increased safety.  

 

It doesn't work that way. And we must consider the damage we do by the promises we make. I 

cannot get the parallels between the 737 MAX accidents and the Space Shuttle Challenger accident 

out of my head. The Challenger accident, another textbook case-study in normal failure, came 

about not because people didn't follow the rules. It came about because people followed the rules. 

In the Challenger case, the rules said that they had to have pre-launch conferences to ascertain 

flight readiness. It didn't say that a significant input to those conferences couldn't be the political 

considerations of delaying a launch. The inputs were weighed, the process was followed, and a 

majority consensus was to launch. 

 

And seven people died. 

 

In the 737 MAX case the rules were also followed, likely to a "T." The rules said you couldn't have a 

large pitch-up on power change. The rules said that an employee of the manufacturer, a DER, could 

sign off on whatever you came up with to prevent a pitch change on power change. The rules didn't 

say that the DER couldn't take the business considerations, much less their own career, into their 

decision-making process. 

 

And three-hundred and forty-seven people are dead.  

"In interviews late last week, aviation 

experts said there was no reason for 

broad alarm about the sensors. But six 

experts said that the risks posed by a 

faulty angle-of-attack sensor are 

amplified by the increasing role of cockpit 

automation. It is an example of how the 

same technology that makes aircraft 

safer-automated software - can be 

undone by a seemingly small problem".  

 

Washington Post 3/18/2019 
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The MH 1521 Broussard was designed in 

France to meet a requirement for a 

lightweight liaison and observation aircraft. 

It is a braced high-wing monoplane with twin 

vertical tail surfaces. It has a fixed tailwheel 

landing gear and is powered by a nose-

mounted Pratt & Whitney R-985 radial 

piston engine. Flew 1952. 

Congratulations to Paul James for identifying 

this aircraft. 

It is likely that MCAS, originally added in the spirit of increasing safety, has now killed more people 

than it could have ever saved. It doesn't need to be "fixed" with more complexity, more software. It 

needs to be removed, altogether. 

 

Happy Flying 

----- ooOOoo ------ 

FLY-INS Looming    

12 May 2019 YGAS Gatton Air Park Gatton Annual Breakfast Fly-In 

26 May 2019 YWSG Watts Bridge BVSAC Watts For Breakfast Fly-In 

6 July 2019 YWSG Watts Bridge BVSAC BVSAC Fun Fly Poker Run 

 

Mystery Aircraft (This Issue) 

 

 What’s this? 

 

 

Mystery Aircraft (Last Issue) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Designed by Dr William Whitney Christmas, who was described by one aviation historian as 

the "greatest charlatan to ever see his name associated with an airplane", this 

”revolutionary”prototype biplane fighter had no struts supporting the wings; instead, they 

were supposed to flap like a bird’s. Both prototypes were destroyed during their first flights 

– basically, because Christmas's "breakthrough" design was so incapable of flight that the 

wings would twist off the airframe at the first opportunity.. widely regarded as the worst 

aircraft design in history (US Government) 

 

 

 



- B

May – 2019 

GATTON AIRPARK

FLY-IN SUNDAY MAY 12

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Come along and enjoy a hearty breakfast provided by the Mens

cappuccino in the Valley whilst checking out Australia's most popular Airpark.

make an early start and get home in time to see your mum, or bring her along !

Details in ERSA, or phone 0419 368 696

My wife and I have been 

thoroughly enjoyed it e

in offers superb value for local aviators and anyone else looking for an 

entertaining day out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2018 Gatton Airpark, Mother’s Day Breakfast Fly

Brisbane Valley Flyer – 

Issue 69 

GATTON AIRPARK ANNUAL BREAKFAST 

IN SUNDAY MAY 12 

A Mother's Day ritual! 

Come along and enjoy a hearty breakfast provided by the Mens’ Shed crew, with the best 

in the Valley whilst checking out Australia's most popular Airpark.  Kicks off at 

make an early start and get home in time to see your mum, or bring her along ! 

Details in ERSA, or phone 0419 368 696 or check website – www.gattonairpark.com

I have been to this function for the past three years and we 

thoroughly enjoyed it each time. For a local, Lockyer Valley enterprise, this fly

in offers superb value for local aviators and anyone else looking for an 

 Rob Knight 

 

Gatton Airpark, Mother’s Day Breakfast Fly-in 
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ANNUAL BREAKFAST 

 

Shed crew, with the best 

Kicks off at 0700, so 

 

gattonairpark.com 

we have 

time. For a local, Lockyer Valley enterprise, this fly-
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Keeping up with the Play (Test yourself – how good are you, really?) 

1. A pilot draws a straight track line on a VNC chart provided by Air Services Australia. This 

drawn line is a? 

A. Rhumb line. 

B. Isoginal. 

C. Secant. 

D. Part of a great circle. 

 

2. A minimum radius turn should be flown at: 

A. Airspeed is not relevant to a minimum radius turn. 

B. An airspeed well in excess of the minimum. 

C. At an airspeed never less than the flight manual VA maneuvering speed. 

D. A low airspeed but not below Vsw. 

 

3. The advantage in flying a great circle track lies in that: 

A. It will represent the shortest distance between two points. 

B. It relates most easily to the compass. 

C. Compass variation can be applied to it for improved navigational accuracy. 

D. Because a GPS will align more closely to it for ease of use. 

 

4. As a single engined aeroplane rotates on take-off, the nose yaws. Which of the following is 

the most likely cause of e yaw? 

A.  “P” factor caused by the difference in angles of attack between the down-going blades 

and up-going blades of the propeller. 

B. Gyroscopic effect of the propeller. 

C. Slipstream effect. 

D. Ground effect. 

 

5. If the heading is less than the track, which of the following options is most correct? 

A. Port drift. 

B. Starboard drift. 

C. Port drift ONLY if the wind is from the port. 

D. Starboard drift ONLY if the wind is from starboard. 

E. C and D are both correct 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If you have any problems with these questions, call me (in the evening) and let’s discuss it. Rob Knight. 
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BRISBANE VALLEY SPORT AVIATION CLUB IncBRISBANE VALLEY SPORT AVIATION CLUB IncBRISBANE VALLEY SPORT AVIATION CLUB IncBRISBANE VALLEY SPORT AVIATION CLUB Inc    

MINUTES OF    06 APRIL 2019 General Meeting 

MEETING LOCATION:  Watts Bridge Memorial Airfield – BVSAC Clubrooms 

MEETING OPENED:  10:07 

MEMBERS PRESENT:  20 

APOLOGIES:     Liz Cook 

VISITORS:   Mark Foy 

MINUTES:   Minutes of meeting March 2019 Accepted.  

Proposed: John Innes. 

Seconded: Peter freeman. 

 

BUSINESS ARISING:   Nil 

 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT: Peter advised that work on hanger tank stand has started. The 

timber has arrived and has been painted. He will need a hand after 

meeting to unload it from truck. 

 

SECRETARY’S REPORT: Emails in - Not reported 
    Emails out – Not reported 

 
Mike smith has received membership forms for Mark Foy and Lisa 

Copeland. 

Vern Grayson asked Mark Foy why he wanted to join our club when 

he makes false statements regarding our club. 

After some in-fighting Peter suspended meeting for 15 minutes 

while everyone calmed down. 

 

RE -CONVENED AT 10.45 AM AFTER ADJOURNMENT  

 
Peter Ratcliffe - informed meeting that Mike Smith had resigned as 

secretary. Jackie Bolsover was asked to take minutes for rest of 

meeting. 

Nominations are now called for the position of secretary which will 

be voted on at next meeting on Saturday 4th May2019. 

The meeting was informed that the club had accepted Mark Foy and 

Lisa Copeland as provisional members. 

o Statement from Peter Ratcliffe – “Everyone needs to get along. 

Everyone has the right of an opinion. This used to be a social club. 

Let’s keep it that way and keep external politics out of it unless they 

directly affect the club”. 

o  “I would like to thank Mike for his work in the position of Secretary”. 
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o Ken Hulse - Mr. President -I call on that member who made 

comments to repeat them so they can be recorded. If not then 

remove the comments from minutes. 

o Rob Knight - Whether Vern Grayson is right or wrong with what he 

said, to suggest to remove the comments from the minutes is not in 

keeping with the constitution or any normal meeting practice. 

There’s no requirement for any comments to be written to be 

submitted to a meeting by a member. 

o Ken Hulse- I put the motion that Vern re-state his comments so that 

they can be minuted. 

o Peter Ratcliffe -Every member has the right to their own view. Let’s 

put it to bed and move on. 

o Mike Smith - Point of order- my issue was not what he said. My 

request was simply to write it down. 

o Bill Oates - I use the word dispute -the dispute was what was said 

and what was recorded. Let’s get agreement from Vern to make the 

statement. 

o Peter Ratcliffe - let’s get it over with and put it to a vote and move 

on. 

o Doug Stott–I agree with Rob Knight. The Secretary is supposed to 

write a concise record but this doesn’t have to be a word for word 

record. 

o Bill Oates– Agree. 

o Mike Smith–I agree with what Doug Scott said. But I wanted it 

written down as I could not write it down fast enough. 

o Richard Faint -let’s make comment in minutes that there was a 

member who had issues. 

o Ken Hulse put forward his motion again to present a request by a 

member to have comments minuted. “I Request Vern Grayson to 

restate his comments so that they can be recorded”. 

o Motion was seconded by Mike Smith. 

o Peter Ratcliffe–The motion was put and not carried. Let's now move 

on. 

 

TREASURER’S REPORT: ING Acc  $ 7744.21 

NAB Acc  $ 8744.17 

 

Richard Faint raised a query on the interest bearing accounts and 

whether we could get a better interest rate. 

Peter Ratcliffe- We should look at it after the membership renewals 

come in. 

Ian Ratcliffe–We should wait until after EOY. 
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WATTS BRIDGE REPORT:  Peter Freeman 
Peter had left meeting so no report 

 

GENERAL BUSINESS:    
Richard Faint–The Poker Run poster is complete. The Airfield owners’ 

approvals have been sort and received. The Trophy has been 

organised. Catering is yet to be organized. 

 

Web- All poker runs back to 2010 and minutes back to 2003 are 

there now on the Web site. 

The web site is getting 6 visits per day. 

 

o Vern Grayson -Which airfields are we using? 

o Richard Faint-Gatton Airpark, Forest Hill, John Mc Carron’s, and 

Kilcoy. All details are on the poster in news flyer. 

 

Mike Smith- Thanked Richard for all his work on the Poker Run. 

 

Mike Smith- Thanked Rob Knight for all the work he puts in to news 

flyer. Rob asked all members for ideas or stories we want to be put 

in flyer. 

 

NEXT MEETING:           4Th May at (10.am)  

 

MEETING CLOSED:        11:10 AM 
 

    --ooOOoo-- 
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Aircraft Parts and Tools for Sale 
 

Item Condition Price 
SAAP Oil Pressure Gauge &Dedicated Sender  Brand New (in original box  $100.00 

VDO Volt Readout instrument  Brand New  $70.00 

EGT sensors (2 of)  Brand New $30.00 (each) 

Skystrobe Strobe light for Ultralight  NEW – IN BOX $75.00 

Propeller spacer (45mm) with bolts Never used Make an Offer 

Airspeed Indicator (0 to 100 knots indicated) Brand New $60.00 

Altimeter – non-sensitive with subscale in “Hg.  Brand new $50.00 

Brand New ¼ drive Torque Wrench (SCA)  Brand New $60.00 

 

NEW Addition 

ASA brand, Pilot’s headset - (functions perfectly) Near new $80.00 

 
 
Contact Rob Knight at: 

kni.rob@bigpond.com, or  

Phone 0400 89 3632 

 



26th May 2019 
8:00am - 10:00am 

 INVITATION 

Watts for 
Breakfast?? 
Come and join Watts Bridge Memorial Airfield  

and the Red Thunder Formation Team for a  

Classic Airfield Breakfast. 

Bacon, Sausages, Eggs, Mushrooms, Beans  & 

Toast all washed down with bottomless cups of 

Tea and Coffee. 

Meet the Pilots and Aviation Enthusiasts. 

 

Under the Shelter Shed at 

801 Cressbrook - Caboombah Road 

Cressbrook. 

Contact: Peter Biddle  0427-699-239 



FOREST HILL* S   27º 36.3' 

E 152º 22.3' 

 KILCOY* S   26º 58.2' 

E 152º 34.0' 

GATTON 

AIRPARK 

S   27º 35.4' 

E 152º 15.4' 

 Mc CARRON'S 

FIELD 

S   27º 05.9' 

E 152º 36.2' 

WATTS 

BRIDGE 

S   27º 05.9' 

E 152º 27.6' 

 * Kilcoy  and Forest Hill cards can be 

found in the aircraft parking area.   
Please do not park on the runway. 

The organizers will have drawn two cards at random 

prior to the start of the game. These cards will 

complete the five card hands for all players.  

The best Poker Hand wins the Trophy for 2019. 

The Brisbane Valley Sport Aviation Club’s Fun Fly Poker 

Run will be held on Saturday 6th July 2019. 

Starting time is 9:00am and finishing at 2:00pm. 

It doesn’t matter what you fly— Recreational, Homebuilt, 

General Aviation, Aerobatic or even a Gyroplane.  

We would love to have you join in the fun !! 

You can start anywhere you like and go to the 

airfields of your choice in any order that suits you.  

Then just fly on to Watts Bridge Memorial Airfield 

where you pay your entrance fee of $5.00 and 

register your hand. 

BBQ, Drinks and Snacks will be available all day. 

Fly to any three of the participating airfields, Forest Hill*, 

Kilcoy*,  Gatton Airpark or Mc Carron’s Field and collect 

an envelope which contains a playing card from 

underneath the primary windsock*. 

    

DO NOT OPEN ANY ENVELOPES UNTIL REGISTERING  

AT THE B.V.S.A.C. CLUBHOUSE — WATTS BRIDGE.  

Richard Faint 

Mobile: 0412-317-754 

Email: pokerrun@bvsac.org.au 
Poster, airfield information and pilot notes at 

https://bvsac.org.au/fun-fly-poker-run-2019  

THIS IS FUN FLYING AT ITS BEST,  SO 

COME ON EVERYONE  - GIVE IT A GO !! 

https://bvsac.org.au/fun-fly-poker-run-2019


AIRFIELD INFORMATION:  
NOTE: Unlike previous years, Bradfield is not an airfield for the 2019 poker run. 

The organizers of the poker run have been granted permission to use the respective airfields. 

There is no requirement for individual pilots to seek permission to use the airfields on the day. 

E.R.S.A. pages for Watts Bridge, Kilcoy and Gatton Airpark are attached. 

An information page for Forest Hill is attached. 

There is no documentation for Mc Carron’s Field. 
The runway is approximately North/South.   

The runway has a significant slope with the low end to the north. Due to the slope, runway length is not a factor. 

Most all pilots elect to land from the north (land up hill) and take off from the southern end (take off down hill).  

If landing from the northern end, perform a right hand circuit to avoid the hill on the eastern side of the runway.  

Mc Carron’s Field can be visually daunting, but when established on final it is actually not bad at all.  

To see a video taken from a Cessna 182G landing at Mc Carron’s Field go to:  

https://bvsac.org.au/fun-fly-poker-run-2016 , and then and fast forward to the 6:00 minutes mark. 

CARD LOCATIONS:  
At Gatton Airpark, and Mc Carron’s Field the cards will be located adjacent to the primary 

windsock. 

At Kilcoy the cards will be located at the base of the corner post of the aircraft parking area.  

Pilots are requested to park their aircraft in the parking area whilst collecting a card. 

At Forest Hill the cards will be located in the aircraft parking area. 

Pilots are requested to park their aircraft in the parking area whilst collecting a card. 

At Watts Bridge go to the Brisbane Valley Sport Aviation Club to register your winning hand! 

SAFETY:  
As always in aviation, safe operations are the #1 priority. 

All pilots in command are encouraged to make the appropriate decision 

as to the suitability of each of the airfields based on their own 

experience, the airfield’s characteristics, their aircraft’s performance 

and the weather conditions on the day. 

If you do not feel confident about operating safely at any of the airfields, 

simply fly away. Do not attempt to land at that airfield. Tell the 

organizers of your decision and the cards will be worked out so that you 

are still in the game - having made a good piloting decision. 

Each of the airfield’s owners have granted permission for pilots to 

operate at their airfield at the pilot’s own risk. 

https://bvsac.org.au/fun-fly-poker-run-2016









